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tions lend fresh support to his own views
about the absence of a stage in Greek and
early Roman theatres.—O. Bernhard, Grie-
chische und romische Miinzbilder in ihren
Beziehungen zur Geschichte der Medizin
[Zurich, 1926, Fiissli. Pp. 93, with 10 plates]
(Fuchs). Favourably received by numis-
matists. The arrangement is serviceable and
the choice skilful.—C. Watzinger, Die grie-
chischen Vasen des archdologischen Instituts
in Tiibingen [Tubingen, Verlag d. archaol.
Inst. Pp. 211, with 8 plates] (Lippold)

This smaller edition of W.'s larger work is
much handier to use. It also contains a
number of addenda and corrigenda, which
give it an independent scientific value.—A.
Vives y Escudero, La moneda Hispanica,
4 vols. [Madrid, 1926. I., pp. cxcvi + 74;
II., pp. 200; III., pp. 135; IV., pp. 148.
Also portfolio with 174 plates] (Schulten).
Complete Corpus of ancient coins struck in
Spain, illustrating and describing over 2,000
coins. A ' monumentum aere perennius' of
which Spain may well be proud.

CORRESPONDENCE
To the Editors of the CLASSICAL REVIEW.

SIRS,
The point at issue between me and Professor

Abercrombie in What is Rhythm t (C.R. XLL,
pp. 235 fif.) may be put in a nutshell. The
purport of his own book, Principles of English
Prosody (1923), as is said by himself in The
Year's Work in English Studies (1923, p. 15),
is to assert the doctrine that in verse there is
always ' a reference of actual sound to ideal
pattern.1 Thus on p. 87 of his Principles he
says that each succeeding line tends to conform
to ' a certain regularity of pattern.' With this
statement I find no fault ; it is, indeed, almost
a commonplace of prosodists. But the question
is, What is the nature of the pattern ? To him
it is a purely accentual and syllable-counting
pattern; and he has to show how it comes
about that (say) x x x x is an admissible varia-
tion of the pattern x x x x, and that (say) three
syllables maybe equivalent to two. But he comes
no nearer to an answer than the phrase (p. 91),
'a certain disposition of accents and non-
accents, in which the dispersal of the accents
suggests some typical order of variation.1 I see
no conformity o f x x x x to x x x x and no
equivalence of three syllables to two, if we ex-
clude from view, as Professor Abercrombie
does, the intervals of time which separate the
accents and the time-values of the syllables
accented and non-accented. Professor Aber-
crombie's formula provides a pattern/row which
the variants depart, but no explanation of the
principle of their departure, i.e., no community
in the diverse collocations of accents and the

variations of the number of syllables in the toot.
To me it is clear that their community can only
be found in the time-values of the component
elements of the several groupings. There is
the point at issue.

This note is suggested by a paper which has
just appeared in the Dutch periodical called
De Nieuwe Taalgids (August, 1928), by the
eminent phonetician Mr. L. P. H. Eijkman.
In discussing the structure of Dutch verse he
adopts my definition of rhythm as it stands,
and applies kymographic measurements to the
analysis of the verse of his native language—a
language differing from English yet closely
akin thereto. I am greatly indebted to him for
thus affording indirect confirmation of my prin-
ciples and methods. I may also mention that
two books on English prosody issued this year
by the Cambridge University Press have some-
thing in common with me, though their results
are arrived at quite independently of my book.
Mr. Andersen's Laws of Verse is based entirely
on the idea of the approximate isochronism
(where I speak of proportioned durations) of
groups of syllables ; and Sir George Young
has discovered for himself that when a
stressed syllable is replaced by two syllables
the first of these two is short in quantity
{English Prosody, p. 75). Exactly the same
same thing is true of Early Latin verse, as
I have shown, though this is not the whole of
the story either in Latin or in English. Pro-
fessor Abercrombie, then, need not regard my
theory as so very paradoxical after all.

Yours, etc.,
E. A. SONNENSCHEIN.
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